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Metal Defector...

‘Some realness in a Ratner age of gilded shits. Sweet abject
Sunday comedown cris de coeur. Love <3.’
Rebecca Bligh, Co-Editor of Living In The Future

‘Why can’t you just wear a tracksuit like all the other boys’
Nana Szor

Throwing Salt Over The Wrong Shoulder
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BINGE AND PURGE (BAP)
KEY PRINCIPLES OF BINGE AND PURGE

Binge and Purge denounces the term ‘Cool’.
Once a justifiable expression of respect and championing of the ‘other’, the term
now lies, arse in the air, in total submission to consumption. Used primarily as a
marketing tool, trading false ideas of individuality to a dispersed youth (Leather
jackets mass produced for Arcadian monopolies) and ageing Gen X’er’s.
Like the blinkers on a horse, the idea of cool channels vision down a restricted and
predefined path, leaving those out of view, or on the peripheries, lacking a presence,
and unlikely to be championed unless the master decides (Publications disguised as
cultural soothsayers etc) through monetary incentives or social ties.

Binge and Purge goes out of it’s way to destroy the myth of
cool at any opportunity. Be that through deconstruction of their favoured
semiotics or through just being a knob - as a disruptive interruption against their
structured and incestuous hierarchies.
Terms such as Ragga and Shabtastic (or any other word that sounds suitably
wrong i.e Cod Chamois) are to replace c**l, as a counter action in order of not
perpetuating the myth, and thus showing solidarity with our brothers and sisters
who have fallen by the wayside through their unwillingness to partake in the
sickening courtship rituals enacted by their c**l adversaries.

Labels do not exist. There are no Gays and Lesbians. Blacks or Whites.
Tops or Bottoms etc. Like c**l, labels restrict the act of derive/drift, through their
enforcement of strict parameters. Through this restriction we allow ourself to
be compartmentalised and defined by others, thus allowing us to become passive
participators in a sinister game of control.

Explore × Infinity
Mistakes = Ace - Take you to a new place
Binge and Purge encourages diversions from set routes and
champions the wrong turn. Keep turning left (never right) and stimulate/
scare yourself in a new surrounding in order to at least feel something different and
experience something else on your way to somewhere.

Binge and Purge denounces the celebration of the celebrity and
the ongoing dumbing down of popular culture. Kim Kardashian does not exist.

Binge and Purge denounces the cerebral culture of the art
world and its reliance on theory as a tool of oppression and its attempts to
emasculate those who cannot, or who wish not to partake in its domineering and
self congratulatory cunt waffle.

Binge and Purge has no time for those who cannot justify their
entrenched disdain. At least give us a reason so we can try and answer back.
[Mancunian accent]
“Thats dead weird”
“Why?”
“I dunno…just is”

Binge and Purge defends the right to expression and free
speech. Taboo or Un-PC topics such as Religion, Race and Gender are no way
exempt from critique, and it is our view that only through direct challenging of
forbidden particulars within these, that we can move forward towards the inspiring
vision of a better place for you and for me and the entire human race, as described
by Michael Jackson and envisioned on the covers of Mormon pamphlets.

Binge and Purge promotes the idea of making fun of oneself as
a starting point towards a wider critique.
Binge and Purge has the right not to explain itself or its
actions. The act of doing outdoes the act of trying to fathom. Do and let others
try and work out what it is. Too many pseudo conceptualist bores. Just because you
keep using the term ‘agency’ does not make you a better/superior being.

Sung:
Trowl & Hammer, Dumbbell & Tree
Tumbling tissue as opposed to a Hank-eee
I must go blind in order to see
I must go deaf in order to hear
I must soil myself in order to feel
I must undertake this self inflicted...
[slower] LA-BOTTOM-EEEEEEEEE [Jazz hands to fade out]

Binge

A Period of Excessive

“Philosophy teaches how man thinks he thinks; but drinking shows how
he really thinks”
René Daumal

In

order to see we must experience. In order to build we must destroy.

A process of near self harm enacted upon in order to enter into varying
waves of consciousness, to stimulate random thought and expression usually
concealed, willing and unwittingly, within the realm of every day and our
endearance to a supposed morality.
Scenario 1: London Midland to Stoke-On-Trent. Sunday, 3pm
Heads bowed on a padded out train. Windows vacant to outside blur. The
‘Binge-ers’ head, raised and twisted in a laboured defiance, presses lightly upon
defiled glass, which, through an act of submission creates a link between the
carriage and the other side. Feet up on a pulled back table, body contorted,
knees raised higher than ones head. Soundtrack, varying upon mood.
The above phase, usually entered mid binge or nearing completion, where
thoughts, ideas and notes take on an almost esoteric form and can be noted for
their incomprehensible legibility when reviewed. To the binger, although maybe
unaware at the time, this is the most important phase in the process, as it is
here where self consciousness fluctuates between two hyper extremes - i am
ace vs i am shit. I am confident vs I am scared. I am sorry vs I don’t give a shit.
There is no middle ground here - temporal emancipation is achieved.
This is the period which is most likely to result in arrest or death.

indulgence
Scenario 2: Unknown
Our only true recollection of this period is through a picture posted posted via
social media or received via phone/email which stimulates a thought of “oh no”
and where upon a process of unravelling the mystery of the binge and filling in
the gaps is enacted.
This is the territory of the myth-makers where the gaps are filled with legend
and exaggeration.
Dare not look at phone pictures or open up gmail. This period is usually
followed by s a self induced ‘dropping out’ for a few days and may include the
switching off of mobile devices and other modes of communication/accessibility.
Sense that you may have upset someone or something but can’t really
remember - resulting flashback may occur whilst in the bath or driving followed
by that cringe induced, ravaging pang you get in your abdomen that radiates up
the spine, triggering a sigh on its escape via the hair follicles which stand erect
on the back of your neck as a final salute. A little bit of you is lost forever.
Notes:
The use of psychoactive and stimulating substances must only be used as a tool
of experience to complement the binging process. One should not become
dependant on these in order to suppress latent desires/feelings or reliant on
them outside of the binging process.
The process must not extend beyond two sunrises and three sunsets, where
upon the purging process begins.
A day of ‘doom’ is likely to follow upon completion. One must ride through. Do
nothing. Don’t Dwell. Resist any urge to continue.
Remember: Binge and Purge is a process, not a lifestyle choice.

Loose timeline of Binge stages on one particular
night. Maybe started off in a pub or buying a can
on the way to the pub in order to psych oneself up
- dunno why im feeling nervous etc?
Ending on a floor, sofa or maybe that
park opposite the Whitechapel Gallery
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GUIDE
on making it through

First Day After:
Itchy Skin. Night sweats and sheets that stink of vinegar! Head in hands/nodding
off on public transport. Try to eat a burger. Lie there. BBC iplayer - history
program. Nothing to heavy. Leonard Cohen’s Hallelujah comes on and you have
a little weep in the kitchen - this is OK. Blank expression, no real thinking going
on - somethings not normal yet - Here come down to us on in the background.

Second Day:
DOOM DOOM DOOM DOOM DOOM - I CANNOT DO ANYTHING
TODAY (Spent opening new tabs and looking at Third Reich buildings, Albert
Speer and Hitlers secret UFO. Google Street View transportation to a better
place than where you are now. A bit of a write off - but we’re getting there.
Small Run?

Third Day and beyond:
‘We’ has risen!
Excretion, Reflection and Harvesting of the Binge Period.
Gather ones thoughts, trawl through scrawled notes on various devices and
scraps of paper. Trying to make sense of it all.
A 5 mile run in the shape of a nose. Try achieve a smiling face or other
expressive shapes throughout the course of the week.
Dream Big. Ideas spurting like blood from sliced a-roads - don’t let them
disappear! Act upon them mate!
Swimming 3 times a week. Preferably Monday, Tuesday and Thursday. No goggles
to be worn in order to see streetlight halo’s on completion. Walk back listening
to teardrops exploding thus breaking chains of love via tiny children on the
steamboat Racheal built.
Feeling nice
Get cracking la’

Example of Extreme Freestyle Face Jogging
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Alan Jackson

“Jog on”

Always go for the bean option.

Cycle
Binge

Purge

Do with me what you wish but use me wisely!

New
Brighton

Mow
Cop

Dawsons
Heights

Nowehere spaces
between places. Aim
not to be central as the
further away, the more
you can see.

Studland

Shave off your moustache & put it in a sandwich
bag. Give it to the first person who knocks
on your front door. What is their reaction?

Pyramid can only be completed through the action of 4 people holding hands atop the structure, one in each corner, and
simultaneously raising them towards the centre. No one person can complete the structure, therefore no one person is above another

Don’t know what
will happen if you
undertake anything
that this map suggests
or the significane of
the shaded areas however, you’ve got
nothing to lose by
reading what you wish
into it or undertaking
its instructions.

Conducting a roll up in an attempt to stem the flow of smoke
Under the door and into Dads room.
Every night I’ve
Gone to bed and listened to Corona’s “Try Me Out”
Its having little effect.
A
Lesser spotted peedo at the swimming baths
Ignored
Me
Maybe I’m showing my age
o Oh
Once the peedos leave
Your on your own
Kid
Eunuch Powell

Angels tethered to lunar landscapes
In pieces
As they bid
Farewell
Scenes reminiscent of a West Bank funeral
Tugging at their chains,
Wailing
Overcome by
Helplessness
Who chained them up?
Spinning red, the pop marked surface of the spherical hemeroid does one last turn
A catatonic courtesy at the end of a drawn out tragedy
The black molasses of humanity, a cancerous death mask
A slipping veil.
Spread like tar and steaming like shite on a bitter day.
Greed, self interest and short sightedness
The victor
As she finally gives out.
Rumbling to a stop
With only the dead light of a distant star for comfort
She slipped away
Our
Sacred space junk
Finally
Slipped away.

Hysteria in a white room (similar to Rocky Horror)
Locked doors . They’re forcing her to watch
Guy with razor blades attached to his eyebrows is
Forced to hug the boys lined up
All different sizes
You
Pray your not tall
Diagonally he must go
Across...opening flesh
Forheads, lips, eyes and necks
Making his way toward you
Pink bomber and similar in style to Ferris Buellers sister
Your screeching
Return to view
Klaus kinski - screaming at you.
Wipes hand on tv screen
Smearing crimson over pixelated title sequence
White on black.
Cut

Inside out pyjamas
And a chink in chains
Forever
Is it wrong to fancy a terrorist?
*
u can’t help oo u luv
+
wat u beleev
in

4:30 meat smash
=
A triumph on pine

Fashioning an oboe out of an Ewoks femur
2 p’s for eyes
A nation full of sheds and cladding
You won’t see us for dust

Tie dyke
+
Doomed youth
hmmmmmm bop
I’m a freestyle trompolinist y’know
Feel like I’m drifting away
That balloon man sold me too many
Fuckin off for a bit yuh’see
Tra tra
Sometimes it’s better without eyes, although
Where did it go?
A cuff covered in snot
Think bigger
A twink in the headlights...

Mow him down

Take Heed

Woke up clutching loose change and some chong!
Previously
Pretending to be diabetic
In Shoreditch House.
Think Pat may have same mirror as Amalia Ulman.
#1day@atime
Abusing ecstasy
Its not gonna make me any happier!
And the supermen are killing us.
#1day@atime
LISTENING TO SAVAGE GARDEN IN r.e
Im a family entertainer
Me arts going like the clappers
Wish i had a dove
BRENDA’S BACK
THE DENIM TRUCK
Conjuring the gammon saddle
Snorting lard
I
Lost my

on the 4th of Jan
Don’t want history to depict me as a knobhead
Bi all this
Mumbo Jumbo

I caught a glimpse of you when you passed me on the motorway
#victimoflove
Probably not gonna see you again!
A stitch in the wind
For Brenda Fassie [Bows Head]
The
Madonna of the townships
And
If i don’t start crying its because
I’m
Not of sound mind you see,
The smuggling beekeeper
That what they call me.
Fog on the lyme
again

.

I

Hope its raining where you are so we can get wet together
IM GONNA KEEP GOING
TILL THE END OF THIS FAG STOPS GLOWING BLUE
As I’ve
Got no reason go bed n
Nothing wake up too

Cosmic Knee Smash

HEAT RUB MAN
Toppling
Towel mountain in mamas lair
I
Can’t be arsed to check the news.
A fish shaped bathmat
+
Wet tar by the marsh.
3 chords and start a band.
What about 1
Like the sex pistols without any libido or ammunition
G repeated for a fallen soul jah
Jar wobbly

There is a lorry on it’s side at
Buffet Island

Me and my brother pausing countdown to give us more time
9 x 25 = 225 - 10 - 3 - 1 = 211
We both took different routes
But both ended up
In the same place
Change channel
It’s time for The Chase.
And all the girls you thought were fit in school
What happened to them?
I
Fancy the girl who works in Lidl
She’s really plain
Like those free sandwiches you get
At the casino
KIBOSH
Talk about following the wrong star,
I’ve been following one of those Chinese lanterns for ages now
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Down past the methane pit
Where my hands turned into wheels
A perfumed fog passes my nose
Cloaking the pirates graveyard in a saccharin scent.

At first i thought, it was the tracksuited lady
Who past to my left
In her Charlie Red
But
Behind the gypsy camp
Behind the fencing
A silver plated shaft excretes sweet
Over a dank November eve

Im suddenly plunged into a void behind the Whammy
Of perefumed pitts and gypo tips.
Trapped, and dying
Miners,
Crying, Upwards
We cross diagonally
When the green man beeps.
So it must be true what they say,
There really must be diamonds under the dirt and the clay?

Who decides they’re right and you’re wrong?

Mistaking gravy for coffee

Covering up the Andes on the map so i wouldn’t think about cannibalism

Throwing crisp packets behind the bed (hula hoops)

Winner winner chicken dinner

What the fuck are mistakes anyway - not doing it like someone else?

You wouldn’t have thought the magpie would have been that strong/heavy.

The spiky man picking us up and walking toward Festival Park

A toxic collage of flesh
A throng of fatties
Bobbing
Buoyant, holding hands
Black cosies and cackling laughs
Distorted dolphins peaking out
“Come my lady, come come my lady - your my butterly. suga baby”

Four lengths and
The panic subsides
Shhhhhhh
It’ll be over soon
Fat mums with skinny kids
Foodbanks on legs

Ariel View
And i start to laugh.
Picturing the final scenes from Titanic
When they’re all in the water.
The ship has sank and
I’m dissapearing like Jack.
Exit via the Kebab shop please.

Panic gave way to laughter as the water failed to drain away.
Motionless she lay.
Too weak to be free, it would be two weeks until we’d see,

“

“

The small of her back got sucked into the pug hole.

A wrinkled brown date, who’d accepted her fate
Stiff at the bottom of the bath.

Sorry for you loss

LOL

She thought it meant ‘Lots Of Love’

Don’t put the willies up me
As as a ragga arm reaches out
Woah Woah Woah Woah Woah
Woe
Fuck
Runined it
Again
Shit
Oh well
Best go home
K cider for the journey
The
Ragga man stirring

Remember
Big toes are always in the middle
Plaited under arm hair
And
ALL JOKING ASIDE
•
•

No one told me how to wipe my bum
Flagpoles in front gardens - what’s that about ?

The chamois of 69
Cummin At Ya
I can’t even speak my own language let alone yours

Smacked head on door.
Can now taste metal

Watching the world reflected in a laminate floor

Pricking yourself with a lancet.
Hair do
Spent most of Black Friday in Cafe Negro.
The clock is so loud.
Burial. On.
My status is known
But not by me.

Shine on you crazy diamond as we leave the room

Watching a snail
Trying so hard to turn
And
Recognising something…
View from the conservatory = Ferns sprouting from stacked tyres

Its like wanking in the Ganges... Nothing happens

Missile in the drizzle
Hetrosexual Catholic Guilt?
A body see’s what a body wants
And tries to get it
Unsuccesfully :(

Coma ova
Persian barber
Taking ages with a bald man
Regional news: “Goat adopted by locals”.
I
Just want you to shave me
Shave me
Shave me
SHAYYYYYY-V ME’EEY
Mehmet’s taking appointments
£13’s
Wonder if they accept euro’s?
You want wax?
No thanx
Dry wax?
No wax
Wax?
Ok
U know I’m gonna have a bath straight away.
Loose hairs on my hoodie
That i wear to bed
Itchy dreams
About the far reaches of Eastern Russia
Where we saw that phoenix

Fags draped from windows.
How can i see the right way
When its all muddled up
And i dont even know which way im facing
To kiss you, too tempting
But wrong.
All the frogs join in the chorus
“Hey - what you doing”
“You’re a fool” They shout
From the pond, where the cats parade
Tails up + bums exposed
We’ll cluster on the island
We’re safe here
Blood lapping on the shoreline
We’re safe here
The dew went home
Failed to dampen our spirits
We’re safe here
On the island
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[Scouse accent] Anyone seen me...
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She were a big girl mind

Goth running onto the roundabout behind Morrisons wearing a leather trenchcoat
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SOMETHING I AM YET TO START OR FINISH / PURPLE ENDS
Burrowed out from side, the white rat slid into the muddy basin
Squirming worm like with the features of a mole, skin almost translucent under
the strip light of grandads kitchen
At first no one seems to notice
Then an uproar of commotion
“Kill it” “Kill it”
As aunties and uncles dive out of the way, scurrying, imitating
We’re all as scared as each other - including the rat.
I can’t watch as the beatings start to rain down
A flash of pink string, rimming the side of the bowl beofre dissapearing out of view
I turn my body away and head out of the the white plastic door and into the yard
where she is waiting.
You wanna go i ask her, as she waits upon the disintegrating picnic bench
looking out, surveying, the plastic garden and pebble dashed lawn.
“You wanna get something to eat”
A yelp erupts from the kitchen as a slicing, final, final blow comes down from
a trowl upon the rodents head
“I fancy a subway”
I agree, nonchalantly, with a nodding of head
And we make our way toward the gate.
The gypsies have took nearly all the coping stones
Now

I love these sunglasses, these are the only sunglasses

Greetings, I am Barrister Alfred Michael, a personal attorney to an engineer

Especially if she reached for more. Ok Matt rubbed the boots

Good day having reviewed all the obstacles and problems surrounding the transfer of your 2.5 million

Dear sirs we are a gold mining company base in Lome capital Togo and we have our mines in 3

Dearest one, This mail might come to you as a surprise

Hi, I am Balendra Pal, SEO consultant. I hope you are doing well and have time to read my proposal

Attention compliment of the day. I am contacting you once again regarding a substantial

Dearest one with due respect and humanity

Dear, My name is Celine Karman From Ivory Coast, I am writing this letter with heartfelt

TSNUK ETARENEGED

Potential Drag Names

Charmel Shakes
Gluten Abbot
Arthur Shandy
Arthur Bitter
Arthur Mild
Dee F. S
Louis Futon
Brillo Pat
Rhyl i Am
Fay Bentos
Chic En Nouget
Benny Dorm
Al Dee & Lee Dahl
Golly Parton

“Trust all good babes ?”

Superb

Smashed up Punto
Caved in like Snoopys head after
Charlie Brown lost the plot.
Woodstock wanted an open casket
BUT
We couldn’t give him the closure he’d needed
And within a week of Snoopys passing
He’d hung himself

notes
Sometimes its hard being a knob when
You’re not made of genes but
You’re made of chocolate!
Proudly presents
Summat that’s
Not kissed anyone proper in ages!
First person always comes last - the key is
not to become bitter
“I’m thinking of becoming an elderly model”
These shoes, they’re not letting me feet
breathe (Scouse accent)
Mum can youse geh mee a new pairghhhhhh
like
These rumours. They are derogatory
and hurtful
“love is never having to say anything”
All those thoughts i forgot :(
You got your boy
I hope you’re happy!
Don’t make eye contact with the milkman

He knows ur up, and is aware of your
presence at the window.
He’s early…
That milks too Fresh.
Sweaty envelope
Mr Szor, how do you pronounce your
surname
Its pronounced Poop-a-Doopa
Listen to the wind
“Dressed in jeans and lying on the
tarmac, with the domes of St Basil’s in the
background”
And i stare cus i can’t touch!
London’s just the stage. The important stuff
like the rehearsals happen elsewhere
Off broadway...
It was a flop
Potential band name: Gobble
Thats dead shady d’a is!
Im really worried about the cactus and how
to save it :(

Thinking of becoming a street pastor
Cum rivers
Cum floods
I’ll still swim out to greet you
Head first into your lips
And I’m turning blue
Death rattle inside you
+
My body is changing …its leaving me
Dad giving birth to me, Chess and Joe
Every time i click play does Elton John get
some money (repeated)
Scars on the under-sheet
The
Pizza face
I sleep on
Band name: Front Door
Burger hut
Blocking out parts of your life to make a safer
story
Like crack
And sex
With people that hate you
Cus it was just the poshest wank you ever
had
(Tom Jones on The Voice) “YEAHHHHH”
Yeah...

The poshest wank that lasted too long and no
one stopped you
But you knew
Eughhhh
Putting my foot down on the sky
Judge (g)rindr
Is it still uncouth to like oasis
Only early oasis mind...
I don’t believe in magic
Life is automatic
No i don’t mind being on my own
//
Gonna put a slit in a flannel and shag it
DIY fleshlight
Hired goon
//
Conversations about the holes in your hands
A strong smelling underground fungus
Stepping onto path that leads to nowhere
Pink head sprouting out of upturned husk
“put your finger inside…i dare you” old lady
(American). Massive sunglasses and sun hat calling her friends to join in!
I do it and it licks me
She does it and it bites her
It wont let go
She starts to scream and i run away
Into a waiting car that takes me home within

2nd’s
To a front door where my brothers cooking on
a camping stove by the telephone
“Why you doing this?”
“The ovens broke”
The stoves directly above the place where we
keep the coats.
Flames licking at them - some with the
owners still in em
Too hung up to complain, they just accept
their fate and semi shrug - that “meh” thing.
*
Never take mushrooms and watch wall-E
Henley regretta :(
Ay up Herbert...you...
Dirty Gerty
Daft Apeth
Theory of exculsionism
Lucky bugger
*
My name tattooed on rotting flesh encased
within a box
Worms taking me back
Be good to me please
Ive been good to you (picking you up off
the footpath etc - I know I only saved one of
you…but i didn’t want people to think i was a
proper weirdo…i felt bad…if i could i would
have saved you all…
I’ve had this before with snails and elastic
bands)

Maybe my purpose in life was just to walk
around
Mums hid the gin again
Dad asks me in lidl if my mates stole beer
from our house
*
Keep face &
Fuck
Networking
Found a bag of onion bhaji’s at the back of
the fridge
Shave head for next week (teaching)
*
Girl in the swimming baths: i really liked how
u were facing away and then you turned
round smiling. Dunno what you were smiling
about, but…wish i had the guts to just say
hello, but i dare not cus I’m scared of you
rejecting me. Even if i said hello I’m just
saying it in a friendly way because you were
in my lane!
Photo outside Maybank Chinese with a
skinhead!
Im not that much into my hip hop
Crayon
Touching jam
Black tears under the duvet
*being is too hard to be*
Im worried about my google search results
Im worried about my google image results
Dog picks up my glove. A crucified monkey

Asked nana if she knows how worms have
babies. Do they lay eggs?
She says she does not know
Double your luck
SAUSAGE CHARGE
Wear burgundy ribbon to show solidarity with
disabled adults
Don’t get mad get even.
Golden sleeve
Gobble crotch
Massive fag outside the back door
Leather devil
Blue PE mats
“Put the mats out lads”
Dad says its vanilla but i think its just wax
Martin building a wall behind
Boob crease
Underneath
Lift up
Loads of the stuff i see doesn’t exist and I’m a
shit painter.
Loads of the stuff i see does exist and I’m a
shit painter.
Cheap thong
Styling life since 85
Home-apathy (ending/descent)
ö
1st second

FUNKY NAAN
“So. He’s been on tele and some nasty,
desperate fameho has thrown herself at him
and he dumps his girlfriend of five years?
Ladies and Gentlemen, the new Darren
Day…”
Marge slowly slipping from a frame onto
black pillows where a greasy head lies and
dreams as a piece of sponge cake is flicked
into someones face from the end of a trainer
in a mens urinal.
Toilet cakes
Toilet cake
Toilet cak
Student: “I used to be riddled with verrucas”
Covered in Jude
Meow cop
When listening to disco its like there is no
future or any past - just present.
But we know the consequences of that!
Smelly feet - why now :(
Digging up kings
Only to put them back
Goths on roundabouts
“i’ll catch you up”
As she takes the subway
Chocolate ghost down the back of
the radiator
Get on that spicy truck
Whys that bird chirping at 12:50am. Hope it’s
alright and hasn’t fallen out of his nest. Don’t
draw attention to yourself mate - look after
him please. Maybe the mum n dad didn’t...

Build the nest right
Its nice to be important but its more
important to be nice
Ive been trying to build me body up
Aldi steroids
Flowers bloom from Sainsbury’s bags.
Orange. Pulsating. Fisted. Rosebuds
All the clocks in the room are wrong
The bum is a muscle. Train it well.
Stoolio
A hand full of powder
Wish i didn’t give a fuck
Watching Jeremy Kyle and thinking how
come these people have sex and i don’t
Wifi password in the barbers =
Paul Frank 666
Booooooooooo hissssss (Dad at the traffic
man)
Culture puncture
Colonial hangover
Orange hands a blur against a commuter
stroll
On a platform that Leeds to money
“i dunno”
“what you into?”
“…like acoustic stuff n that”
Sensitive bladder…so what!
Through the
Furry patio door

Me and Joe
Embraced in combat on the kitchen floor
The closest I’ve ever been to you bro
The closest we’ll ever get?
A pinnacle reduced to a stump
dous qor
job shop
Pele’s stiffy
“If I die before you, will u play circle of life at
my funeral”
The tenth of always
Forever skin
That smells of suncream
“Jamlander you are a full on star mate”
Dropping a hula hoop and having to drop
another one so it’s not on its own
Soiled throne
airbnb profile:“Chilled out, creative guy.
Likes to explore/walk/drift.” Knob
Realising that not everyone is gonna like you
SLOWLY WORLD GETTING OUT OF SYNC
WITH YOU - EARLY ONSET DEMETIA
BACK OF MY HEAD ON JESUS FACE
Massive complex
Bathed eyes in sand
Mystic fringe
Carmex on the tracks - rub it in so you slide
right past

Feeling very fraj and vunb.
The gammon abbot
Ruben True Focus!
Is it a bogey or is it a scab
So big you can’t see it
Boob job with rocks
Pebble tits
YOUR FACE sideways
U could still smoke inside when i came of
Age?
Crushed up state in the roof space
That dog on the landing
Being stroked the wrong way
Social Me Dear
TRACKIES FLAPPIN
Rwanda Street
Ay Men / Oi Men

Good idea: Electronic wok = e-wok

When you didn’t realise it was a fancy dress party and everyone assumed you’d
come as the protagonist from Philidelphia.

2005 over 2015

TA’
tra tra
Night and Bless

